About Kashed
KASHED well known in the field of Services Industry and Now leads creative
initiative in the Entertainment and Toys Industry.
We are also involving with some big names of the local market and have a trusted
working relationship in the decoration, marketing, promoting and publicity using
Balloons. We are well known in the local market of our professional business
conduct and having skilled team of specialists.
For more than two decades, we were not only doing professional business but
were also building trusted relationships with our valued clients throughout the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Kashed Group has now ventured in Entertainment & Toys Business and has
started on with Balloons, Toys including Toy Ride Cars available in Malls and
also Customized celebration accessories.
Our proven track record with excellence is what we are proud of, and hence we
believe that we can develop a strong business working relationship with our
prestigious customers.
Make your next celebration a memorable one with our diverse collection of foil
and latex balloons, number and letter balloons, balloon pumps, and much more
our celeberation pack is a one-stop destination for all your party needs. From
balloons, decorations and entertainment, to costumes for kids and adults, we
covers all the occasions you could think of.

Vision:
To be one of the Kingdom’s leading Entertainment & Toys Company in Balloons
for decors, marketing and promoting traditional values.

Mission:
Entertainment with Balloons for Decorating and bringing happiness all over KSA.

Our Values:
At KASHED , we appreciate flexibility and simplicity in adapting to changes in the
business environment. We ensure original and complete solutions for the unique
needs of each organization and, we provide our clients with premium, reliable
and secure solutions. We are proud of our achievements and look forward to new
challenges as well as the creation of long term partnerships based on mutual
satisfaction.

Our Focus:
Is to deliver the highest quality and most cost effective Services and Solutions in
Entertainment and Toys. We accomplish this by blending our business knowhow,
broad capabilities and above all with You In Focus.

Entertainment and Toys
Shopping malls are major attraction for various important occasions. Using
balloon decorations as the core concept. Large scale balloon decor, activities with
balloons and stage balloon shows. This is certainly a crowd attraction for shopping
malls.
You would have seen many decorations in the shopping malls. They are always ready with
beautiful decors having huge accessories, banners, and whatnot. Be it a festival time or any
other important event, their décor is always in place. For a mall, if it’s visually not so appealing
that is completely unthinkable. This is perhaps the factor which differentiates it from the other
shopping malls. There are numbers of malls in one city but these decorations are the ones
which either attract more people into the mall or make them run away to some other one. It’s
not just about the shopping; many people come to the mall to spend quality time with their
loved ones, family, entertainment or their dining needs.
So this has become more important for them to play with colors, add new entertainment
events or go for décor from which nobody can take their eyes off. A perfect décor makes the
people feel the positivity which can impact your business as well when the mood is set perfectly
right by a perfect décor. A relevant décor also helps in making the buzz in social media thus
giving them the fame element in their business. This is how many more will get to know about
them and come to shop here. This can be done with balloons. These balloons are colorful and
come in variant sizes. So it’s easy to plan for a perfect décor using the Balloons. Not just that,
they are cheap, so it’s easy to change them and go for a new decoration whenever needed. So,
here we are with the best ideas of attracting the people more to the shopping mall with
balloons decor.

In Entertainment, toys play major role to facilitate people in having great Fun.
Our toys include: Kids rides of different characters and cars

